MIL-STD-4616, MIL-STD-8107, and MIL-HDBK-5168 are mentioned, but DLA's ASSIST returns no records for these exact four digit documents. We believe these are meant to refer to MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-810, and MIL-HDBK-516. Can you confirm?

You mention desire for MIL-SPEC components if possible, or at least ability to integrate them easily later on. Do you have a specific MIL-SPEC document in mind that additionally covers your part requirements, other than the testing requirements outlined by the above three standards/handbook?

Is there a specific MIL-STD that covers your desire for night vision goggle compliant design/parts?

Since this SBIR is direct to Phase 2, can you elaborate on the "HAVE QUICK II functionality is desired", is it desired in Phase 2, or more for a potential Phase 3?